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Exam Ref 70-484

2013

prepare for microsoft exam 70 484 and help demonstrate your real world
mastery of programming windows store apps using c designed for
experienced software developers ready to advance their status exam ref
focuses on the critical thinking and decision making acumen needed for
success at the mcsd level focus on the expertise measured by these objectives
design windows store apps develop windows store apps create the user
interface program the user interaction manage security and data this
microsoft exam ref organizes its coverage by exam objectives features
strategic what if scenarios to challenge you

Windows Store App Development: C# and XAML

2013-06-03

summary windows store app development introduces c developers to
working with windows store apps it provides full coverage of xaml and
addresses both app design and development following numerous carefully
crafted examples you ll learn about new windows 8 features the winrt api
and net 4 5 along the way you ll pick up tips for deploying apps including
sale through the windows store and of course you ll find the same deep and
unique insights pete provides in his silverlight books about the technology
the windows store provides an amazing array of productivity tools games and
other apps directly to the millions of customers already using windows 8 x or
surface windows store apps boast new features like touch and pen input
standardized app to app communication and tight integration with the web
and you can build windows store apps using the tools you already know c
and xaml about this book windows store app development introduces the
windows 8 x app model to readers familiar with traditional desktop
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development you ll explore dozens of carefully crafted examples as you
master windows features the windows runtime and the best practices of app
design along the way you ll pick up tips for deploying apps including selling
through the windows store this book requires some knowledge of c no
experience with windows 8 is needed what s inside designing creating and
selling windows store apps developing touch and sensor centric apps
working c examples from feature level techniques to complete app design
making apps that talk to each other mixing in c for even more features about
the author pete brown is a developer evangelist at microsoft and author of
silverlight 4 in action and silverlight 5 in action purchase of the print book
includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning
publications table of contents hello modern windows the modern ui the
windows runtime and net xaml layout panels brushes graphics styles and
resources displaying beautiful text controls binding and mvvm view controls
semantic zoom and navigation the app bar the splash screen app tile and
notifications view states contracts playing nicely with others working with
files asynchronous everywhere networking with soap and restful services a
chat app using sockets a little ui work user controls and blend networking
player location keyboards mice touch accelerometers and gamepads app
settings and suspend resume deploying and selling your app

Exam Ref 70-484 Essentials of Developing
Windows Store Apps using C# (MCSD)

2013-07-15

prepare for microsoft exam 70 484 and help demonstrate your real world
mastery of programming windows store apps using c designed for
experienced software developers ready to advance their status exam ref
focuses on the critical thinking and decision making acumen needed for
success at the mcsd level focus on the expertise measured by these objectives
design windows store apps develop windows store apps create the user
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interface program the user interaction manage security and data this
microsoft exam ref organizes its coverage by exam objectives features
strategic what if scenarios to challenge you

Exam Ref 70-481 Essentials of Developing
Windows Store Apps Using HTML5 and JavaScript
(MCSD)

2014-07-22

fully updated prepare for microsoft exam 70 481 and help demonstrate your
real world mastery of windows store app development using html5 and
javascript designed for experienced developers ready to advance their status
exam ref focuses on the critical thinking and decision making acumen
needed for success at the mcsd level focus on the expertise measured by
these objectives design windows store apps develop windows store apps
create the user interface program user interaction manage security and data
this microsoft exam ref is fully updated for windows 8 1 and visual studio
2013 organizes its coverage by objectives for exam 70 481 features strategic
what if scenarios to challenge you requires a minimum of two to five years
of experience developing html css and javascript applications including one or
more years developing applications that conform to the windows store app
guidelines

Developing Windows Store Apps with Html5 and
JavaScript

2013-01-01

this book is a hands on guide that follows a step by step tutorial approach
which discusses windows 8 application development with html5 css3 and
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javascript this book is great for developers who want to start developing for
windows 8 and it also targets developers who want to get introduced to
powerful advancements in standards based web technology while using it to
build windows store apps as well as leveraging their existing skills and code
assets in web development

Beginning Windows Store Application
Development – HTML and JavaScript Edition

2013-09-09

beginning windows store application development html and javascript
edition introduces you to the windows 8 modern app design paradigm and
the new windows 8 programming model developed around this paradigm
you ll learn to build rich immersive applications designed to run on the
many devices powered by windows 8 the authors draw on their extensive
practical experience to provide not only a comprehensive introduction to the
model and its features but guidance on best practices and a real world sample
application that you develop over the course of the book beginning windows
store application development html and javascript edition also emphasizes
how devices will be used and applications will be built in a world that has
become far more connected the book takes you beyond the syntax of any
development language and examines factors such as application design user
experience social integration and maintaining data and settings across
multiple devices what you ll learn apply windows 8 modern ui style design
guidelines to build effective user interfaces use the new programming
libraries available in windows 8 effectively use application tiles and
notifications integrate with windows by exposing your application s data to
windows search and share menus consume services to bring data into your
application use the cloud to share data and application settings across multiple
devices publish your applications in the windows store who this book is for
beginning windows store application development html and javascript
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edition is for the novice programmer with a basic understanding of web
development who is interested in learning how to build the next generation
of applications designed to run on windows 8 readers who already have an
understanding of html css and javascript will get the most out of the book it
also is an excellent choice for more experienced developers who want to get
started programming for windows 8 table of contents welcome to a touch
first world the microsoft design language designing windows store
applications visual studio 2012 and windows store application types html
controls winjs controls winjs collection controls winjs custom controls
building the user interface transitions and animations data binding concepts
promises workers data source options session state and settings files handling
state changes external libraries windows search and share printing
notifications and tiles sensors devices and location publishing apps in the
windows store

Programming Windows Store Apps with C#

2014-02-13

if you re a net developer looking to build tablet apps this practical book takes
you step by step through the process of developing apps for the windows
store you ll learn how to use microsoft s modern ui design language with
windows 8 1 and winrt 8 1 1 by building a line of business mobile app with c
through the course of the book to develop the app you ll work with the same
system details and design specs that apply to retail apps such as persistence
backend service and windows 8 features for sharing and search you ll learn
how to develop the code incorporate third party open source products and
package your app for the windows store build a ui with xaml and the model
view view model pattern understand asynchrony and rediscover threads and
parallelism store data and system settings locally with sqlite use app bars for
commands and the settings charm for help options present notifications as tile
updates badges or toast popups help users visualize locations and tag activities
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to a map enable apps to share data and run side by side in the ui implement
functionality for running tasks in the background

Mastering Windows 8 C++ App Development

2015-05-09

a practical guide to developing windows store apps with c and xaml
overview details the most important features of c xaml and winrt for
building fantastic windows store apps full of detailed and engaging code
samples that can be used as a basis for your own projects provides a clear
overview of windows runtime and c cx in detail windows 8 provides an
unprecedented opportunity for developers to create applications for a new
and exciting platform for an entirely new market leveraging modern c and
the new windows runtime this book guides you through the many facets of
winrt whilst using modern c features for ultimate power and performance
mastering windows 8 c app development shows you how to create windows
store apps that use many of the new features and functionality available for
windows 8 you ll discover how you can harness the power of the new
windows runtime with c combined with xaml for the creation of fantastic
user experiences starting with coverage of c cx a set of extensions that make
working with winrt easier and user interface design with xaml this book
shows you how to use major windows 8 features including live tiles and
contracts while leveraging common patterns such as data binding and the
model view viewmodel mvvm you ll discover how winrt works its various
capabilities and how it can best be leveraged using c 11 and visual studio 2012
what you will learn from this book leverage your existing c skills with this
new and exciting platform discover how to effectively use c cx to call
windows runtime apis integrate xaml for fast and fluid user interfaces create
custom controls for special ui scenarios learn how to integrate your
application with windows 8 by implementing contracts build data driven
apps with xaml data binding and mvvm approach specifically designed to be
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an engaging and practical tutorial mastering windows 8 c app development
will augment your skills and help you create high quality windows store
apps who this book is written for if you are a c developer who wants to
utilize the combined power of com winrt c cx and xaml to build store apps
for the new windows 8 platform then this book is for you prior experience
with xaml based technologies is not required

Exam Ref 70-482 Advanced Windows Store App
Development using HTML5 and JavaScript
(MCSD)

2013-10-15

prepare for microsoft exam 70 482 and help demonstrate your real world
mastery of building windows store apps with html5 and javascript designed
for experienced developers ready to advance their status exam ref focuses on
the critical thinking and decision making acumen needed for success at the
mcsd level focus on the expertise measured by these objectives develop
windows store apps discover and interact with devices program user
interaction enhance the user interface manage data and security prepare for a
solution deployment this microsoft exam ref organizes its coverage by exam
objectives features strategic what if scenarios to challenge you

Exam Ref 70-481

2014

annotation fully updated prepare for microsoft exam 70 481 and help
demonstrate your real world mastery of windows store app development
using html5 and javascript designed for experienced developers ready to
advance their status exam ref focuses on the critical thinking and decision
making acumen needed for success at the mcsd level focus on the expertise
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measured by these objectives design windows store appsdevelop windows
store appscreate the user interfaceprogram user interactionmanage security
and datathis microsoft exam ref is fully updated for windows 8 1 and visual
studio 2013organizes its coverage by objectives for exam 70 481features
strategic what if scenarios to challenge yourequires a minimum of two to
five years of experience developing html css and javascript applications
including one or more years developing applications that conform to the
windows store app guidelines

Real World Windows 8 App Development with
JavaScript

2013-08-24

real world windows 8 app development with javascript offers you practical
advice and hard earned insights that will help you create and publish apps to
a worldwide market led by authors with deep windows 8 app development
experience you ll learn how to make the most of microsoft s apis for hooking
into windows 8 on all devices including the core ideas of promises and the
asynchronous programming model you ll also discover such important tips as
how to adhere to windows 8 guidelines for successful app acceptance extend
the appeal of your app with media contracts charms and user notifications
capture and work with media including the ability to play video wirelessly
to a television manage background processing and file transfers gain visibility
for your app and add monetization options get the lowdown from authors
with experience from the front lines of windows 8 app development theory
is all well and good but when it comes down to it you can t beat practical
advice from people who ve been there and done it you ll come away from
this book with all the tools ideas and inspiration you need to create successful
windows 8 javascript apps development with javascript features real world
examples that emphasize the use of javascript and html 5 and that also adhere
to the stylistic guidelines microsoft has put in place to maintain a consistent
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look and feel for all applications on this platform

Mastering Windows 8 C++ App Development

2013

specifically designed to be an engaging and practical tutorial mastering
windows 8 c app development will augment your skills and help you create
high quality windows store apps if you are a c developer who wants to
utilize the combined power of com winrt c cx and xaml to build store apps
for the new windows 8 platform then this book is for you prior experience
with xaml based technologies is not required

Exam Ref 70-485 Advanced Windows Store App
Development using C# (MCSD)

2013-10-15

prepare for microsoft exam 70 485 and help demonstrate your real world
mastery of building windows store apps with c designed for experienced
developers ready to advance their status exam ref focuses on the critical
thinking and decision making acumen needed for success at the mcsd level
focus on the expertise measured by these objectives develop windows store
apps discover and interact with devices program user interaction enhance the
user interface manage data and security prepare for a solution deployment
this microsoft exam ref organizes its coverage by exam objectives features
strategic what if scenarios to challenge you

Beginning Windows Store Application
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Development: HTML and JavaScript Edition

2013-09-28

beginning windows store application development html and javascript
edition introduces you to the windows 8 modern app design paradigm and
the new windows 8 programming model developed around this paradigm
you ll learn to build rich immersive applications designed to run on the
many devices powered by windows 8 the authors draw on their extensive
practical experience to provide not only a comprehensive introduction to the
model and its features but guidance on best practices and a real world sample
application that you develop over the course of the book beginning windows
store application development html and javascript edition also emphasizes
how devices will be used and applications will be built in a world that has
become far more connected the book takes you beyond the syntax of any
development language and examines factors such as application design user
experience social integration and maintaining data and settings across
multiple devices

Beginning Windows 8 Application Development

2012-09-06

learn to use exciting new development tools and create applications for
windows 8 if you re a beginning developer there s no better place to get up
to speed on the windows 8 sdk than this wrox guide a team of microsoft
experts provides a complete course in windows 8 programming helping you
take full advantage of the innovative new sdk written in an easy to read
style this book is packed with reusable examples that showcase the endless
possibilities of the windows sdk and also introduces the new windows 8 app
store it explains how to set up the development environment and covers
user interface design using special effects and graphics working with c and c
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and much more provides a complete introduction to the windows sdk and
windows 8 starting with setting up the development environment and
building your first application covers user interface design touch and event
driven design elements leveraging windows based services and offline
application development with html 5 explores creating c applications for the
windows 8 system xna 4 and silverlight 5 considerations and the role of c
shows how to debug certify and deploy your applications introduces the new
windows 8 app store and offers advice on marketing your apps beginning
windows 8 application development is perfect for anyone who s ready to get
started developing apps for the exciting new windows 8 os

Building Apps for the Universal Windows
Platform

2017-06-30

develop windows 10 applications faster and more efficiently using the
universal windows platform you will use xamarin to create apps for macos
ios and android devices building apps for the universal windows platform is a
complete guide covering pcs tablets phones and other devices such as
hololens you will use windows 10 to develop apps for desktop mobile
holographic wearable and iot devices you will reuse code to easily create
cross platform apps what you will learn design and develop apps using visual
studio and blend create cortana enabled apps for a hands free experience build
iot apps and apps for wearables such as the microsoft hololens monitor apps
post publication to gain insights from actionable data using windows store
analytics and azure who this book is for professional developers working
independently or in a team on windows 10 applications and students coming
into the world of software development
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Real World Windows 10 Development

2015-12-29

emphasizing xaml and c this book provides readers with all the tools ideas
and inspiration to begin windows universal app development for windows
10 real world windows 10 development addresses developers who want to
break into this market by providing detailed explanations of the various
aspects of universal app development written by authors with deep
knowledge in windows 10 universal app development you will learn how to
make the most of the windows 10 sdk to build applications that can be
published on iot devices phones tablets laptops desktops xbox hololens and the
surface hub readers will learn how to extend the appeal of their native web
based or universal apps with media shell integration and inter app
communications build adaptive user interfaces that scale to the screen
dimensions they are displayed on monitize your apps introduce mapping
what if you already have pre existing software in the form of native win32
applications or a website real world windows 10 development tackles this by
providing detailed tutorials on the approaches used to leverage your existing
code investment finally real world windows 10 development provides a step
by step walk through of the various approaches developers can use to
distribute their universal apps in this book you ll get detailed descriptions of
windows 10 app development samples emphasizing the use of xaml c
adherence to windows 10 guidelines for successful app acceptance

Modern C++ and Windows Store Apps

2013-03

the native code resurgence is well under its way in today s mobile and
device based computing environment learn firsthand how microsoft is
contributing to this renaissance through breath taking innovations like the
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windows runtime c 11 standard implementation in the visual c compiler
native xaml and directx support for windows store apps c amp for gpgpu
computing windows azure mobile services support etc learn how you can
apply your existing c skills to create compelling native applications for the
windows store and begin building apps now use what you know about visual
c to write native windows 8 apps that deliver rich immersive experiences to
your customers gain insights from the author s experience on the windows
team and his work developing one of the first c with xaml apps for windows
8 learn how to quickly prototype and build apps using a variety of native
libraries in windows 8 build on what you know and extend your expertise
by learning how to use c with xaml and directx to create windows store apps
learn how to share code between your native windows 8 app and windows
phone apps

Exam Ref 70-481: Essentials of Developing
Windows Store Apps Using HTML5 and JavaScript

2013-12-22

prepare for microsoft exam 70 481 and help demonstrate your real world
mastery of building windows store apps with html5 and javascript designed
for experienced developers ready to advance their status exam ref focuses on
the critical thinking and decision making acumen needed for success at the
microsoft specialist level focus on the expertise measured by these objectives
design windows store apps develop windows store apps create the user
interface program user interaction manage security and data this microsoft
exam ref organizes its coverage by exam objectives features strategic what if
scenarios to challenge you includes a 15 exam discount from microsoft limited
time offer
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Real World Windows 8 Development

2013-05-14

real world windows 8 development is a developer s handbook an essential
guide to building complete end user ready windows 8 applications on the
xaml and c programming stack from start to finish starting with windows 8
basics and walking through practical aspects of building your windows 8
application you ll find step by step instructions and practical advice that will
leave you with a modern elegant app written to the highest of standards
author samidip basu an early adopter of windows 8 app development
techniques breaks down the design development and polish of a real world
business application adding handy tips and tricks around controls user
interface design storage navigation contracts and more give your windows 8
application development efforts a kick start with real world windows 8
development what you ll learn discover the pertinent points of the
technology stack in windows 8 from a developer s perspective familiarize
yourself with best practices around usage of controls user experience
paradigms navigation storage service integration contracts and more
incrementally make your windows 8 application feature rich and an
integrated well behaved citizen in the operating system learn from crisp
standalone discussion of topics in each chapter who this book is for real world
windows 8 development is by a developer for developers the book is for net
developers wanting to utilize their existing skills in xaml and c towards
building a windows 8 application on the fence about how your c and net
skills apply in the new winrt world have a dream application idea that you
slowly want to build up this book is for you table of contents part i knowing
the ecosystem introduction to windows 8 part i knowing the ecosystem
modern ui design part ii getting started the platform developer tools part ii
getting started the right controls part ii getting started the look feel part ii
getting started content structuring navigation part iii into the groove
orientation visual states part iii into the groove handling data part iii into the
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groove application lifecycle management part iii into the groove contracts
part iv the bling media sensors part iv the bling tiles badges and toasts part v
above beyond cloud augmentation part v above beyond live service
integration part v above beyond real world techniques part v above beyond
deployment

Windows 8 Application Development with
HTML5 For Dummies

2012-11-13

the fast and easy guide for creating windows 8 apps using popular
technologies this book offers a primer for building html5 css3 and javascript
applications for windows 8 it includes an up to date guide for dusting off an
aging html skill set and adapting to the windows 8 apps and provides a
reference for windows and net programmers not familiar with html5 the
overall design principles of metroui the new design paradigm for windows
are discussed the book also addresses visual design with html and css which
are the visual design languages to bring metroui applications to the screen
finally there is a section on using javascript for inter and intra functional
components contains the design principles for metroui the new design
paradigm for windows the author is an enterprise architect seasoned
programmer and web developer who specializes in implementing microsoft
solutions at his client sites shows how to develop html5 css3 and javascript
applications for windows 8 this is the ideal resource for current microsoft
developers who need a primer or refresher for developing in html and
javascript for windows

Developing Windows-Based and Web-Enabled
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Information Systems

2014-09-19

many professionals and students in engineering science business and other
application fields need to develop windows based and web enabled
information systems to store and use data for decision support without help
from professional programmers however few books are available to train
professionals and students who are not professional programmers to develop
these information systems developing windows based and enabled
information systems fills this gap providing a self contained easy to
understand and well illustrated text that explores current concepts methods
and software tools for developing windows based and web enabled
information systems written in an easily accessible style the book details
current concepts methods and software tools for windows based and web
enabled information systems that store and use data it is self contained with
easy to understand small examples to walk through concepts and
implementation details along with large scale case studies the book describes
data modeling methods including entity relationship modeling relational
modeling and normalization and object oriented data modeling to develop
data models of a database the author covers how to use software tools in the
microsoft application development environment including microsoft access
mysql sql visual studio visual basic vba html and xml to implement databases
and develop windows based and web enabled applications with the database
graphical user interface and program components the book takes you through
the entire process of developing a computer and network application for an
information system highlighting concepts and operation details in each
chapter small data examples are used to manually walk through concepts and
operational details these features and more give you the conceptual
understanding and practical skill required even if you don t have a computer
science background to develop windows based or web enabled applications
for your specialized information system
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Beginning C# Object-Oriented Programming

2013-12-06

learn c with beginning c object oriented programming and you ll be
thinking about program design in the right way from day one whether you
want to work with net for the web or desktop or for windows 8 on any
device dan clark s accessible quick paced guide will give you the foundation
you need for a successful future in c programming in this book you will
master the fundamentals of object oriented programming work through a
case study to see how c and oop work in a real world application develop
techniques and best practices that lead to efficient reusable elegant code
discover how to transform a simple model of an application into a fully
functional c project with more than 30 fully hands on activities beginning c
object oriented programming teaches you how to design a user interface
implement your business logic and integrate your application with a
relational database for data storage along the way you will explore the net
framework asp net and winrt in addition you will develop desktop mobile
and web based user interfaces and service oriented programming skills all
using microsoft s industry leading visual studio 2012 c the entity framework
and more read this book and let dan clark guide you in your journey to
becoming a confident c programmer

Beginning Visual C# 2012 Programming

2012-12-04

step by step beginner s guide to visual c 2012 written for novice
programmers who want to learn programming with c and the net
framework this book offers programming basics such as variables flow control
and object oriented programming it then moves into web and windows
programming and data access databases and xml the authors focus on the tool
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that beginners use most often to program c the visual c 2012 development
environment in visual studio 2012 puts the spotlight on key beginning level
topics with easy to follow instructions for microsoft visual c 2012 explores
how to program for variables expressions flow control and functions explains
the debugging process and error handling as well as object oriented
programming and much more beginning microsoft visual c 2012
programming offers beginners a guide to writing effective programming
code following simple step by step methods each followed by the opportunity
to try out newly acquired skills

Microsoft . Net Framework 4. 5 Quickstart
Cookbook

2013-05-24

microsoft net framework 4 5 quickstart cookbook is a concise and practical
cookbook with recipes which get you up and running straight away with all
the new functionality of net framework 4 5 if you are a net developer and
would like to learn the new features in net 4 5 then this book is just for you
prior experience with net framework would be useful but not necessary
microsoft net framework 4 5 quickstart cookbook gives architects and project
managers a high level overview and clear understanding of what net 4 5
framework provides and how it can be used

Develop Microsoft HoloLens Apps Now

2016-10-26

this is the first book to describe the microsoft hololens wearable augmented
reality device and provide step by step instructions on how developers can
use the hololens sdk to create windows 10 applications that merge
holographic virtual reality with the wearer s actual environment best selling
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author allen g taylor explains how to develop and deliver hololens
applications via microsoft s ecosystem for third party apps readers will also
learn how hololens differs from other virtual and augmented reality devices
and how to create compelling applications to fully utilize its capabilities what
you will learn the features and capabilities of hololens how to build a simple
windows 10 app optimized for hololens the tools and resources contained in
the hololens sdk how to build several hololens apps using the sdk tools

CSS for Windows 8 App Development

2013-02-11

css for windows 8 app development is your learning guide for css the
language of great windows 8 style apps learn the built in styles that make
the built in controls shine how to define them and how to use css to give
your custom app assets that beautiful modern ui style css cascading style
sheets is the clear standard for styling web applications and with html css and
javascript now powering apps on windows 8 it s the clear standard there as
well css is a powerful styling and layout language that greatly simplifies the
selection of page elements and their visual display layout and animation
additionally windows 8 apps appear on a large variety of screen formats and
css is the primary means for uniquely defining these layouts learn the
language of great windows 8 style apps raise your knowledge of the css3
standard use the styles built in to windows 8 style apps apply css styles to
your app what you ll learn master the use of powerful css selectors learn
new css3 functionality such as flex boxes grids animation and transforms
control your styles from javascript for really powerful interactions see the
styles implemented by built in controls like listview and override them
learn style rules that will help you implement good windows 8 style see
how to use less in your windows 8 style app who this book is for css for
windows 8 app development is for software developers of all skill levels
working with web applications if you re new the foundational css examples
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will bring you up to speed quickly if you re more familiar with css you ll
gain critical insight into its application in windows 8 for creating a great
modern ui table of contents windows 8 design introduction to windows 8
development selectors and style rules text properties box properties
transforms transitions and animation properties layout properties global styles
winjs control styles overriding and defining styles css libraries and resources
styling svg

Windows Store Apps Succinctly

2017-02-05

windows store apps present a radical shift in windows development they
place content and interaction above all else to provide users with immersive
intuitive application experiences with windows store apps succinctly by john
garland you ll be guided through obtaining a developer license to managing
your application s life cycle and storage all the way to submitting your app to
the windows store

Beginning C# 6 Programming with Visual Studio
2015

2016-01-04

get started with visual c programming with this great beginner s guide
beginning c 6 programming with visual studio 2015 provides step by step
directions for programming with c in the net framework beginning with
programming essentials such as variables flow control and object oriented
programming this authoritative text moves into more complicated topics such
as web and windows programming and data access within both database and
xml environments after your introduction to each of the chapters you are
invited to apply your newfound knowledge in try it out sections which
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reinforce learning and help you understand the practical applications of the
new concepts you have explored through this approach you can write useful
programming code following each of the steps that you explore in this
essential text discover the basics of programming with c such as variables
expressions flow control and functions discuss how to keep your program
running smoothly through debugging and error handling understand how to
navigate your way through key programming elements such as classes class
members collections comparisons and conversions explore object oriented
programming web programming and windows programming beginning c 6
programming with visual studio 2015 is a fundamental resource for any
programmers who are new to the c language

Developing User Assistance for Mobile Apps - 2nd
Edition

2014-09-19

smartphones have sparked a huge new software segment the mobile app this
creates an important pair of questions for user assistance professionals what is
our role going forward in mobile and how can we prepare to take that on
user assistance does have a role in supporting mobile apps as the mobile app
market continues to soar this is becoming the next frontier for user assistance
professionals this book provides unique and detailed instruction and guidance
regarding design writing tools and planning of your mobile ua this edition is
fully revised with over 300 pages of new content

Sams Teach Yourself C# 5.0 in 24 Hours

2012-11-20

in just 24 sessions of one hour or less learn how to build great windows store
apps windows desktop applications and applications with c 5 0 using this
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tutorial s straightforward step by step approach you ll master everything
from the absolute basics to the newest innovations so you can solve real
problems with c one step at a time you ll learn core techniques like flow
control and error handling construct complete solutions with visual studio use
advanced features like attributes and dynamic types and even build engaging
immersive windows store apps each lesson builds on what you ve already
learned giving you a strong real world foundation for success even if you ve
never programmed with c 5 0 before step by step instructions carefully walk
you through the most common c programming tasks quizzes and exercises at
the end of each chapter help you test your knowledge notes and tips present
interesting information related to the discussion cautions alert you to possible
problems and give you advice on how to avoid them learn how to gain a
holistic understanding of c 5 0 net and visual studio 2012 use classes and
objects the c way master the c type system inheritance interfaces and abstract
classes define initiate respond to and send data through events work with
loops strings regular expressions and collections ensure type safety and
promote code reuse with generics and collections work with data in all forms
from file systems and streams to xml and databases use advanced features
such as attributes dynamic types and anonymous functions build and debug c
applications with visual studio 2012 create state of the art windows store apps
with the async pattern improve performance and reliability by managing
memory more effectively build more responsive software with threads
concurrency and parallelism

JavaScript Step by Step

2013-06-15

your hands on guide to javascript fundamentals expand your expertise and
teach yourself the fundamentals of javascript if you have previous
programming experience but are new to javascript this tutorial delivers the
step by step guidance and coding exercises you need to master core topics and
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techniques discover how to work with javascript syntax variables and data
types master techniques for building cross browser programs speed up and
simplify app development with jquery quickly retrieve data from a server
using ajax requests adapt your app for mobile devices with jquery mobile
build windows 8 apps using html css and javascript

Beginning Windows 8 Data Development

2013-09-10

this book introduces novice developers to a range of data access strategies for
storing and retreiving data both locally and remotely it provides you with a
range of fully working data access solutions and the insight you need to
know when and how to apply each of the techniques to best advantage
focussing specifically on how the windows 8 app developer can work with
the windows runtime often called windows rt framework this book provides
careful analysis of the many options you have open to you along with a
comparision of their strengths and weaknesses under different conditions
with the days of a single database being the right choice for almost all
development projects long gone you will lean that the right choice for your
app now depends on a variety of factors and getting it right will be critical to
your customer s end user experience we cover a range of data access
strategies ranging from storing and retrieving data locally using the jet api to
using the most popular open and closed source database products like sqlite
and sql server we look at how lightweight html and javascript apps work
well with equally feather weight data stores like indexeddb we ll also
introduce you to more advanced data access techniques like rest json wcf ria
services asp net mvc 4 api and windows azure that can hugely expand the
horizons of what it is possible for your app to do as storage and even
processing are taken beyond the confines of your user s device by the time
you have read this book you will be familiar with the key data access
considerations you will need to evaluate as you build you apps and you will
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be able to confidently select the data access architecture that is most
appropriate to the app you want to build what you ll learn understand the
data access capability of winrt explore the various data access strategies
understand local storage in windows 8 apps discover how to use html5
indexeddb as an offline database use sqlite and sql server with windows 8
apps develop asp net mvc 4 api data stores learn how to consume data
through a wcf service integrate your app with public services using rest see
how sql azure can extend your windows 8 apps who this book is for this book
is for all the net ios android and windows phone app developers looking to
develop data driven windows 8 style apps you should be comfortable with
basic programming concepts and have worked with simple data stores
previously table of contents introducing windows 8 development from a data
perspective windows 8 modern app data access strategies selecting the right
strategy for your app local data access i jet api local data access ii indexeddb
dealing with application data wcf ria services asp net api sql databases
windows phone 8 data access

Visual Studio Condensed

2014-09-17

visual studio 2013 is one of the most sophisticated integrated development
environments in the world today with hundreds of features and several
different editions available it can be hard to learn your way around and hard
to know whether you re using it to its full potential visual studio condensed
gives you a quick and systematic guide to the features that matter most
tagged clearly according to their availability the book starts by familiarizing
you with the main features of visual studio and how to configure the user
interface depending on your needs you ll then dive into each key developer
tool in turn starting with the editor window and going through the
navigation pane documentation and the nuget package manager debugging is
a difficult skill to master with a range of approaches and tools at your disposal
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so you ll see how to make best use of breakpoints the debugging windows
tracing and managed memory analysis as well as tips and tricks on advanced
debugging techniques that can make a real difference to your productivity
visual studio 2013 comes with sophisticated code improvement tools you can
visualize relationships in your code with the code map feature find
duplicated code to maximize your code reuse and use visual studio s inbuilt
list of metrics to figure out just how healthy your code is and how difficult or
easy it will be to maintain testing is also made easy with unit testing and
web performance tests as well as a test manager to organize your tests into
test plans and suites the final chapters of the book cover team work with
team foundation server framework specific features and how to build your
own visual studio extensions visual studio condensed is the ideal manual for
busy developers who just want to get on with what matters writing code
whether you re new to visual studio or brushing up on the latest features
this book will get you up to speed in no time

Windows® Store App Development in JavaScript

2013-08-16

if you are a net developer who wants to develop end to end restful
applications in the cloud then this book is for you a working knowledge of c
will help you get the most out of this book

Building Web Services with Microsoft Azure

2015-05-27

the ultimate developers guide to visual studio 2012 this expert wrox guide is
what you need to get up and running quickly on visual studio 2012 written
by a microsoft visual c mvp it guides you through the integrated
development environment ide showing you how to maximize all new tools
and improvements offers programmers a fast way to ide centric
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programming success demonstrates new ide features including the new
metro style app project templates and windows 8 app store features explains
each feature then illustrates the context in which it will help you solve
problems covers timely and essential topics related to rich client app
development web applications application services file configuration
debugging and testing and more helps advanced users customize and extend
visual studio through the automation model writing macros working with
the managed extensibility framework mef and more provides ample detail
for programmers who are new to visual studio 2012 as well as for
experienced programmers exploring the advanced capabilities of the ide
professional visual studio 2012 uses a unique ide centric approach to help you
get up and running quickly on this exciting new release

Professional Visual Studio 2012

2012-11-28

get up and running with windows azure mobile services windows azure
mobile services wams is a turn key backend solution for applications mobile
or otherwise to utilize structured storage in the cloud it includes basic data
access functionality and built in authentication with microsoft account
facebook twitter and google as well as push notification to the client app this
compact to the point book gives you just what you need to get up and
running with these tools demonstrates how to add update delete and retrieve
data using standard net classes or rest based requests describes how windows
azure mobile services supports authentication of the user and looks at the
mechanism used to authenticate the user features a number of examples that
show how the wams scripting capability can be used to meet real world
business needs examines the limits of windows azure mobile services
including scalability database integration and redundancy options this book
shows you exactly how to take advantage of the functionality offered by
windows azure mobile services
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Windows Azure Mobile Services

2013-06-04

easily get started programming using the ultra versatile c 7 and visual studio
2017 beginning c 7 programming with visual studio 2017 is the beginner s
ultimate guide to the world s most popular programming language whether
you re new to programming entirely or just new to c there has never been a
better time to get started the new c 7 and visual studio 2017 updates feature a
number of new tools and features that streamline the workflow simplify the
code and make it easier than ever to build high quality apps this book walks
you through everything you need to know starting from the very basics to
have you programming in no time you ll learn about variables flow control
and object oriented programming then move into and windows
programming as well as databases and xml the companion website provides
downloadable code examples and practical try it out sections provide explicit
step by step instructions for writing your own useful customizable code c 7
can be used to build windows applications program windows 10 and write
apps when used alongside asp net with programming skills becoming de
rigueur in fields far beyond the tech world c 7 is a great place to start
building versatile helpful skills this book gets you started quickly and easily
with instruction from a master team of c programmers learn how to program
using the world s leading programming language build smarter faster apps
using the latest features in c 7 and visual studio 2017 find and fix bugs sooner
saving headaches down the line integrate with all net core azure applications
cloud services docker containers and more the world of programming can
seem intimidating to a beginner and the prospect of learning a whole new
language can seem daunting beginning c 7 programming with visual studio
2017 demystifies the process and shows you how to bring your ideas to life
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Beginning C# 7 Programming with Visual Studio
2017

2018-03-20

microsoft visual studio 2015 empowers you to write next generation
applications for any modern environment mobile web cloud universal
windows 10 8 x database and beyond this end to end deep dive will help
working developers squeeze maximum productivity out of microsoft s
powerful new toolset the authors combine authoritative and detailed
information about microsoft s latest ide with extensive insights and best
practices drawn from decades of development experience developers will
quickly get comfortable with visual studio 2015 s updated interface master its
new capabilities leverage its extensive new support for open standards and
discover multiple opportunities to leverage its net 4 6 platform and language
improvements by focusing entirely on visual studio 2015 professional the
authors go deeper into microsoft s core product than ever before you ll find
expert coverage of everything from debugging through deploying to azure
ide extension and automation through cross platform mobile development
throughout this book s focus is relentlessly practical how to apply microsoft s
tools to build better software faster detailed information on how to master
visual studio 2015 s updated interface and key tools solutions projects
browsers explorers editors and designers to improve productivity develop
robust cross platform mobile apps for windows ios and android using apache
cordova templates for visual studio use the new asp net 5 to build modern
web solutions that run on windows mac or linux develop single page
applications spas based on html5 and rich client side javascript frameworks
such as knockout angularjs bootstrap and more accelerate cloud development
with the azure sdk quickstart templates and azure management portal create
mobile service solutions using asp net api and wcf streamline data
development across multiple platforms with entity framework 7 develop
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modern microsoft office business applications perform robust automated unit
testing as you code increasing your confidence in changes and refactoring
extend the vs 2015 ide and code editor by creating custom productivity
enhancing solutions download all examples and source code presented in this
book from informit com title 9780672337369 as they become available

Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 Unleashed

2015-08-07
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